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Frank 5 Piece Dining Set - Matte Coal HL-FR-5DS-STAWT-MC
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Description

It doesn't get cooler than Frank to add some heat to your outdoor living space. Chic and sleek, The Frank
Dining Collection by Harmonia Living always brings the party! Born from a stout fully welded steel frame, we
then apply an automotive style Electrophoretically Deposited Primer (EDP) undercoat designed to protect the
frame from corrosion. A durable non-gloss powder coat finishes the job. A touch of Midcentury Palm Springs
style in durable indoor-outdoor friendly materials. The Staple Dining Table by Harmonia Living boasts
timeless modern lines and durable, low-maintenance materials. A unique tempered glass top features a
scratch-proof ceramic coating - the table's proudest feature. The Staple's versatile design make it the perfect
companion to a wide range of dining chairs, whether modern or more traditional.
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Includes
4x Frank Dining Side Chair - Matte Coal HL-FR-DSC-MC
1x Staple 4-Seater Square Dining Table - White HL-STA-WT-4SQDT-AC

Dimensions
Frank Dining Side Chair : 18.75L x 20W x 31.5H (16 lbs.)

Frame Height: 31.5
Seat Height (No Cushion): 18.5
Back Height: 13

Staple 4-Seater Square Dining Table : 41.25L x 41.25W x 29.5H (43 lbs.)
Frame Height: 29.5
Under Table Height: 27.5

Features
Fully welded steel frame offers incredible strength and stability.
Electrophoretically Deposited Primer (EDP) undercoat and top layer powder coat add extra durability,
style and corrosion resistance.
Commercial grade construction intended for regular indoor or outdoor use.
Chairs contoured for comfort without a cushion.
Vibrant Non-Gloss Powder coat Finish.
Durable, rust proof frames made from thick gauge aluminum with a high-quality powder coated finish
that is appropriate for residential and commercial settings.
Extra strong tempered glass top with scratch-proof ceramic coating will hide fingerprints and dust.
Plastic foot glides help to protect your patio from scratching and also to help keep the furniture
protected from dirt or water that can accumulate on the patio.
Pre-cut umbrella hole fits umbrellas with a pole diameter up to 1.5" and includes a matching umbrella
hole cover.


